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Bangkok Nawamin - Leumeah

There is a quality new Thai in Macarthur. 
I became aware of Bangkok Nawamin at 
Leumeah via Facebook. Hundreds of enthusi-
astic 'likers' raving about their new find. The 
pictures looked great too - both food and fit 
out, so on your behalf I set out to investigate. 
It's my job!

It's not my job to take beautiful, intelligent 
young women to dinner. That's just fun. This 
time it was Jane Jean. Not entirely local, Jane 
is studying at UWS Campbelltown and work-
ing in the city so her life is… busy. We share 
a love of art, music and modern culture. Oh, 
and food too. Except that Jane is vegetarian. 
I don't judge. I can do vegetarian - especially 
Asian vegetarian, but as a life choice… No.

The  Bangkok Nawamin fit out really is 
very nice, although it's based on the old 
Angelico Italian restaurant layout which many 
of you will remember. The northern suburbs 
of Campbelltown don't have a stack of din-
ing choices by comparison to other parts of 
Macarthur. The loss of Angelico was a big blow 
and Bangkok Nawamin has created a level 
of excitement as 'word of mouth' spreads. 
Facebook is a new conduit for word of mouth. 
It seems to be working well for Bangkok 
Nawamin.

Amongst our entrees were Pu Ja, Deep Fried 
Tofu (yes for Jane), Salt and Pepper Soft Shell 
Crab and Curry Puffs. Just samplers - neither 
of us are bigger eaters. Everything was great 
and I happened to have a bottle of Tasmanian 
Pinto Noir in my car. Yes Bangkok Nawamin 

where we've been...

is BYO. The stylish red was loving everything 
too.

On to mains - Khanah Moo Grob for me. 
This crispy skin pork dish is a fave that you 
don't see on every Thai menu. Yellow Curry 
Vegetables for Jane. All beautiful!

The bottom line is that Bangkok Nawamin is 
doing enough to attract an audience beyond 
their immediate area. If you like Thai but 
you're bored with the same, same Thai 
menus - try same, same but different. Yes 
Bangkok Nawamin has all the standards we 
have become accustomed to, but it's their 
special dishes that make this restaurant 
worth trying. Boyd is a lovely guy. Ask him to 
recommend a few dishes.


